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Abstract: Shopping at big malls has become daily activity now days in cities. We can see huge rush during
festive seasons in hyper and super markets. People purchase diverse products and rush to billing counters that
causes problem of big queue at the end. The motive of the system of the system is to make a system that can
solve the entire problem faced in malls by people. The whole arrangement of the components along with RFID
tag will be implanted in the trolley and all the items in the mall will have RFID tags. When people will pick up
any product and place it in trolley its code will be discovered and its price will be saved in memory, all the bill
will be showed on the LCD screen. Therefore this system will reduce the overall time of shopping and make our
shopping quite easy and simple.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I. Introduction
Humans have always developed technology to support their needs and requirements. The basic need of
alteration in technology, irrespective of the domain has been to simplify task and making everyday chores
accessible and faster. In the today’s world, all super and hypermarkets should engage shopping baskets and
shopping trolleys in order to aid purchasers to select and store the products which they have in mind to
purchase. The process of billing consumes lot of time and has created the need for shops to hire many labour
resources in the billing section, and yet the waiting time remains considerably much for the customers. In the
paper, we seemed it convenient to propose the “RFID enabled automatic billing system ” which targets to
reduce ,and possibly eliminate the total waiting time of purchasers, reduce the total manpower and raw material
requirement and expenses for markets and hike the efficiency of the overall system.

II. Literature Survey
Secure Smart Environment Using IOT based on RFID Jebah Jaykumar[1] This paper describes about
IOT and its use in improving future shopping, shows how RFID technology makes life easier and secure and
thus helpful in the future. Smart Trolley in Mega Mall J.S.Awati1 [2] in modern era, for automation of mall we
use a microcontroller based TROLLEY which is totally automatic is developed. Only customer has to display
the barcode side of the product envelope in front of barcode scanner. Then data regarding product will be visible
and spread out on screen using this trolley and customer can buy bulk of product in very minimum time with
minimal effort. Trolley for Super Market Billing System S. Senath, [3] The Automated and programmed
Shopping Trolley is a Smart Trolley which uses a Rasberry Pie Embedded Chip with two Bar code Scanners and
a Battery kit to allow users to self checkout at Super Markets Smart Trolley using IOT Shraddha Nitnaware1
[4]: The IOT based smart trolley is designed using ARM processor. This structure eliminates the unnecessary
time at a queue. In shopping mall shopping is a daily activity in metro cities. User will have to various products
and keep them inside the trolley & will have to go to the counter for bill payment of all products. By using
barcode reader the cashier will make the bill at the billing counter. IOT Based Intelligent Trolley for Shopping
Mall 1Dhavale Shraddha[5] . The whole structure with RFID tag will be placed in the trolley and all the
products in the mall will have RFID tags. When people will pick up any product and place it in trolley its code
will be detected and its price will be stored in memory, all the bill will be showed on the LCD screen Electronic
Shopping Cart For Effective Shopping based on RFID Kalyani Dawkhar1[6] to overcome the problem of queues
in the shopping malls there has been developed a smart trolley with RFID and LCD display. When a person put
any product in the trolley it will scan and the cost, display name and expire date of the product will. Cost will
add into final bill. Bill will be stored in microcontroller memory. It will transfer from RF transmitter to RF
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receiver. Receiver will transfer this information to the PC through serial communication. Intelligent Trolley for
Automatic Billing in Mall Using Internet Server 1Gaikwad Payoj Dilip, [7] s. It inculcates a RFID reader. RFID
tag has been equipped in every product of mall. Whenever a customer will put any product inside the trolley, its
code will be detected and the price of product will be saved in memory. As we purchase the products and put it
in the trolley the costs will get added to total bill. If any product will be removed from the trolley its amount will
be automatically deducted .Thus the billing will be done in the trolley automatically. The items name as well as
its price will be displayed on LCD.SMART SHOPPING USING LIFI, IOT IN RETAIL SHOP Ms.Mekala. [8]
Large supermarkets have an extraordinary variety of commodity, most as of late LIFI is new rising mutation in
the pattern. In this context exchange of information is made in between the items and the cell telephone. Each
and every article and product having LIFI transmitter and it saves the encrypted information like the item id etc,
price of item, amount and the information is encrypted by BMST encoder and decoder and when the item is kept
into the trolley, which contains the LIFI module, it will check the cost of the item and display it on the LCD.
RFID Based Automatic Billing Trolley Galande Jayshree[9]it used RFID system for detection of cost of item in
malls and then displaying it on the screen to get the output final cost . An Auxiliary Recommendation System
for Repetitively Purchasing Items in E-Commerce Yoon Kyoung Choy[10] In the recommended system
appropriate for products showing continual purchase pattern, the pare used the repeat count of purchase for
each product per user as a recommended criteria. It enforces a system that approves Products by user-based
Collaborative Filtering and item-based Cooperative Filtering method, and recommends Associate Products
analyzed by Association Rules. A Novel Video Processing based Cost Effective Smart Trolley System for
Supermarket using FPGA by Sudhir Rao [11]One of the big problem faced by consumers while shopping at a
super and hyper market is the difficulty to locate items and also to transport goods to the billing counter. Paper,
explains and elaborates a novel cost-effective method to conquer these problems by creating a smart trolley
using a web camera along with video processing to fulfil the tasks if compared with antecent methods which
utilize RFID transceivers, our solution costs 10 times lesser than its antecedent and is environment and nature
friendly as well.

III. Proposed Methodology
(a)Block diagram- the block diagram of the system which is to be made by us is given below.
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(b) Functional diagram- the functional diagram of our system is given below

(c) working-We are using a 3.7*3.7voltage lipo battery due to its small size and high capacity of work, then
with the aid of capacitor we filter voltage and we make it to 5 voltage that is optimal for our system to work
The 5v is then pased on to the arduino bord and it divides voltages to different system according to need .It
supplies 3 volt to RFID and 3.3 to AS117that is used to connect to wifi .Rfid is used to recognize the material
that we are shopping from mall in the existing word they used 125khz EM-18 which was hard to control and had
problem of bugging In our project we are using 13.56mh Rdif that is easy to control compact in shape size and
has no problem of bugging .It produces a 13 bit data that is easily managble we are using AS117 to connect
shopping bill to a online application from there we will be able to get a bill of all the items that we have
purchased and bought .Finally we have a LCD that is of size 16*2 which compact and enough for our system
.There is one major change in system that is previously cards were used with RFID that made overall system
look bulky but we are using tags that makes our system look compact and quiet compact.
(d) Fabrication1 We used the items as listed below
2 3.7 V*3.7V lipo battery (high capacity and smaller in size)
3 1000 &100 micro farad capacitor
4 7805 down convertor
5 ardinuo nano
6 RFID -13.56mh(RC522)
7 LCD (16*2)
(e) Advantages1. Does not need any special training
2. Customers can get throughout information at time of shopping
3. Can predict exact amount at time of shopping
4. Secure and save time
5 .More efficient and quick because use of RFID
6 .Reduce rush at billing counter
7. Freeing staffs from repetive checkout scanning
8. Reduces total staff at the malls.
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Fig-it shows the big queue of people waiting at the billing counter. In super market
(f) Disadvantages1. Expensive to implement on large scale. Hence forth, difficult for small scale vendors to implement.
2. Requires constant battery backup .This requires constant care as customers tend to get upset when they find
there trolley out of service during middle of shopping

IV. Conclusion
This smart trolley envisions simplifying billing process by helping customers in creating a shopping
session which lasts until the customer commands it to be cleared. This session maintains the data of each
product in the basket by using RFID tags to make the entry. It also helps in keeping the shopping experience in
budget by displaying the total cost to the customer. By the emerging trend of online shopping, which reduces the
hassle while shopping at stores, introduction of smart carts not only help the stores to eliminate the surge but
also help to reduce the usage of paper, unnecessarily wasted in printing copies of bill, and the number of
employees making it more economical and environment friendly.

V. Future Scope
The proposed and suggested Smart Shopping Trolley System will be very beneficial and time saving in
the future of shopping in malls .The customer will just need to write the name of the product and that he or she
wants to search on the Android device, and the wheeled system will automatically guide him/her to the
product/s locations and he can do his shopping with lots of comfort and ease .One more thing can be added to
the system that is a buzzer is the weight of trolley accedes ten kg to help old customers of the malls.
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